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            EM-Media Locksmiths  

		 If you are looking for a reliable, affordable and experienced locksmith then look no further than  EM-Media Locksmiths of Glasgow. We have been operating in Glasgow and the surround areas for over two years, however we have years of locksmithing experience.  


		 We can cover just about any locksmith requirements, including lock replacements, fresh installations and our popular 24/7 emergency service, providing immediate help to those who are locked-out or in need of a quick response.  


		Using our years of experience, we can help you to identify which areas of your property are vulnerable. We can replace standard locks with high-security locks, helping to keep your home and its contents secure.  
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		 At  EM-Media Locksmiths, we carry a large range of locks and parts with us to every job. This means that we can almost always complete the job first time round. In the rare case that we don't have a part we will order it and come back free of charge to fit it.    


		 All our parts come with a 12 month warranty as does our workmanship, providing you with peace of mind that we aim to do things right, the first time. If for some reason there is a problem with the lock or our workmanship, again we will come back free of charge to fix the problem.  


		 One of the most frustrating experiences is being locked our of your property, our 24/7 emergency service is on hand to reduce the impact this inconvenience has on your day. From the moment you call we will always aim to be with you inside 60 minutes, providing a fast and reliable service the team at EM-Media Locksmiths will have you back in the comfort of your home before you know it.  


		 EM-Media Locksmiths don't just provide residential services, over the years we have built up a large commercial client base. Just like residential, the necessity for a swift and reliable service is vital to the success of a shop or office who have a lock problem.  


		 
		So for your locksmith needs in Glasgow don't hesitate to call us on (number) and we will be happy to help in any way we can.
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